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Alina Șerban
After my residency stay in Krems during the months of May and June 2015, I can
say that AIR Residency is an ideal context for cultural producers who are working on
research-based projects and who are in the preliminary stage of developing new
artistic / theoretical investigations. The precious time it offers for reflecting and
sketching new projects is most valuable. I really appreciate the structure of the
residency, its interdisciplinary, having the possibility of meeting an international
community of artists, musicians, writers and its flexible format. You could explore in
Krems and Washau area an amazing constellation of art institutions and also to
remain focus on your work. I very much enjoyed the openness of the AIR team, the
sensitivity and attention given to each resident in the house.

peanutz architekten
Installation for the campus krems, 2005

During this period of time, I started to work on two projects, one directly connected
with the city of Krems. Entitled Interferences, this project looked upon the
socializing gestures of the artists / architects in the public space, researching the
various formats of public involvement and participation in the life of community and
its everyday environment. Through this theme, I was looking upon the various
models of cultural intervention in the public sphere and I became familiarized with
an ongoing regional program Public Art Lower Austria. I have to thank to Heidrun
Rabl for the information shared and to Katharina Blaas, Director of the program, for
offering a very interesting sum-up of the art in public space structure and insights in
the artistic directions. I was trying to follow the permanent artworks spread
throughout the Lower Austria and to see how the concept of monument changed in
direct relationship with dialogue with inhabitants, with the specificity of the site and
the mediation character acquired by the intervention. The other project I was briefly
sketching was dedicated to the „indirect interior monologue” in visual / conceptual

art practices inspired by the writing technique of Virginia Woolf which hopefully will
take next year the form of an exhibition.
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Special acknowledgments: To Sabine Güldenfuß for permanent support and for
updating us with the newest events in the region and Vienna; to David Komary for
interesting discussion.

